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 About Saudi Aviation Club

The Saudi Aviation Club (SAC) was established by resolution #217 of the Council of Ministers on
8/9/1421H (4/12/2000). SAC was created as an independent nonprofit entity to promote
Aeronautical Sciences and develop the General Aviation & Airports in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
H. R. H.

Prince Sultan Bin Salman Bin Abdulaziz is the founder and chairman of the Saudi Aviation Club. SAC
works under the umbrella of the General Authority of Civil Aviation (GACA) and operates from Al
Thumamah Airport which is approximately 60KM North of Riyadh.
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The first general aviation airshow was held at the Saudi Aviation Club “Al Thumamah Airport ” in
2015, in the interest of the Saudi Aviation Club to spread aviation culture, science and create a
public environment for learning aviation as a hobby.
as well as to the efforts of the Saudi Aviation Club’s employees to make the first general aviation
airshow successful. The second general aviation airshow was held at the club in Al Thumamah
Airport for the period from 8th to 10th January 2016 with the participation of 52 aircraft from
various countries of the Gulf Cooperation Council and aircrafts from some private sector companies
and exceeding 3000 visitors.
The Club also, held the third airshow at Al Thumamah Airport from 13th to 14th January 2017.
(Saudi Hawks) was participated as Saudi Royal Air Force represented and several governmental
sector aircraft and various aircraft from across the Kingdom and countries of GCC.
The fourth Saudi Aviation airshow was held from the period of 11th to 13th January 2018, which
was featured by joint air shows between the Saudi Hawks and Alfursan team, in addition to the
collaboration of a constellation from the government agencies and the private sectors in the
presence of 21 thousand visitors.
The success of the previous four airshows resulted in the establishment of the Fifth Saudi Aviation
airshow from the period of 23rd to 25th January, 2020, which was featured by joint airshows

between local and international teams.

 Historical Summary about Aviation Airshows
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 About General Aviation Airshow
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Under the patronage of His Royal Highness Prince Faisal bin Bandar bin Abdul-Aziz, Governor
of the Riyadh region and in the presence of several His Highnesses and Excellences, and a
number of officials and those interested in Airports and sponsors of the airshow, His Royal
Highness Prince Sultan bin Salman bin Abdul-Aziz Al Saud launched a signal to start the
General Aviation airshow.
For the fifth year continuously, the Aviation airshow represents a unique and specific event in
the Kingdom, organized by the Saudi Aviation Club in cooperation with the General Authority
of Entertainment at Al Thumamah Airport in Riyadh, to be the first destination for
professional and sports enthusiasts and aviation activities. The Saudi Aviation Club initiative
comes to celebrate air sports and hobbies as an entertaining activity for members of the
society, on the one hand, and to satisfy the passion of many professionals and amateurs as
well by attending these specialized quality activities. And as a support for the youth in the
field of general aviation in its various activities and contribute to spreading aviation culture
and science among Saudi society members to advance this field.
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 About General Aviation Airshows



 Spreading general aviation culture and sciences among the society’s sectors in the
Kingdom.

 Assure an encounter between Saudi pilots and international pilots to exchange worldwide
experiences.

 Providing an opportunity for the audience to view all the services provided by the club in
the field of general aviation.

 Create an environment for flight training.
 Encourage general aviation practice.
 Taking advantage of the services provided by the club's aviation schools.
 The airshow is a great opportunity to learn more about aircraft’s various types through

the air-show displays.
 Encouraging young people to attend aviation colleges.
 Introducing the audience to the companies that provide private aviation services.
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 Airshow’s Goals



No. of participated aircrafts 70 aircrafts
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No. of visitors within the airshow’s 

three days
18000 visitor

No. of air teams 8 teams

No. of participated government sectors 12 sectors

 Statistics

No. of speakers in hangar talks 19 speakers

No. of flying hours 80 hours

No. of volunteers 55 volunteers

No. of sponsors 13 sponsor

No. of hangar talks visitors 768 visitors
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His Royal Highness Prince Sultan bin Salman bin Abdul-Aziz Al Saud
Prince Sultan was born in Riyadh on the 27th of June, 1956, the second son of
His Majesty, King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al-Saud.

He has been an avid aviator since 1976, he holds an airline transport pilot
certificate from the USA, Saudi Arabia, and France. Prince Sultan is a former
Royal Saudi Air Force pilot who flew aboard the American STS-51-G Space
Shuttle mission as a Payload Specialist. He is the first Muslim, Royal, and Arab
to fly in space.

He is the Founder and Chairman of the Saudi Aviation Club and currently the
Chairman of the Board of the Saudi Space Commission.

Prince Sultan is active in many charitable and humanitarian organizations and
enjoys skiing, flying, architecture, reading, and travel.
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Speaker
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Speaker

His Royal Highness Prince Bandar bin Khalid bin Faisal bin Abdul-Aziz Al Saud
An advisor in the Royal Court. He started practising aviation at the age of
eighteen and holds a commercial pilot's license. Practised paragliding for 15
years before moving into Gliding, which the Prince considers his first love and
practices it whenever he has the opportunity anywhere in the world
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Speaker

His Excellency Engineer Abdul Hadi Bin Ahmed Al Mansoori
President of the General Authority for Civil Aviation
He holds a Bachelor's degree in Computer Science from King Abdul-Aziz
University and the Executive Program for Human Resources RBL.
He previously worked in several positions, including Undersecretary of the
Ministry of Health for Human Resources, counsellor to the Minister of Energy,
Industry and Mineral Resources and Manager of Human Resources, and also
previously held a number of important positions at Aramco and the King
Abdullah Center for Petroleum Studies and Research and Deputy Minister of
Transport.
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Speaker

Meshal Al-Sudairy
Meshal Al-Sudairy is a member of the Board of Directors of the Saudi Aviation
Club and one of the club's active pilots and activities. Before that, Mr Meshal
was active in motorcycle sport and has many contributions in this field,
including the presidency of the Arab Motorcycle Federation, the founder of
the Saudi Automobile and Motorcycle Federation and the first president of
the federation. Meshal Al-Sudairy graduated from King Fahd University of
Petroleum and Minerals as a systems engineer and worked in the private
sector for several years.
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Presenter

Adwa Al-Dakhil
Adwa Al-Dakhil has moved from the world of stocks to the world of
entrepreneurship in 2016 after her first experience with a start-up e-
commerce company that does not exceed two months old. Adwa worked on
establishing this company and planning marketing and investment campaigns
for a year, until the value of the company, reached 180,000,000 dirhams.
Since then she has devoted her time to the world of startup companies and
established the Falak Business and Investment Company to find, develop and
grow entrepreneurs to empower the new generation of startup companies in
the region.
Adwa Al-Dakhil’s expertise focuses on defining the image, brand, marketing,
vision and strategy.
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Speaker

Joe Clark
A business leader in aviation’s field. In 1966 he founded Jet Air which was the
first Learjet dealership at that time in the Northwest, and then in 1986, he
founded Avstar Inc and established a worldwide sales system for ex-military
jet training to companies and individuals. In 1992, he founded Aviation
Partners Inc with Dennis Washington which specializes in performance-
enhancing winglet systems, that made it possible for jets to fly coast-to-coast
without refuelling. The new winglets later won World Records in
performance. In 2015, Aviation Partners Inc estimated that it saved jet
operators 5 billion gallons of jet fuel. Joe Clark’s winglets are found in most
legacy Boeings today.
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Speaker

Paul Claus
Paul got on the plane for the first time and was only a week old and was a
small bush plane belonging to his father. Paul's first solo flight was at the age
of 14 and he obtained his license at the age of 16. Paul's wife and all of his
sons have flying licenses. Paul's experience exceeds 30,000 flying hours, Some
of his flying has been done in Greenland, Europe, New Zealand, Africa,
Canada and the lower United States, but the vast amount has been with his
wings over Alaska.
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Speaker

Jessica Cox
Jessica was born without arms. But this did not prevent her from being the
first armless flying pilot in aviation history. And got the Guinness World
Record medal. Jessica's ambition did not stop at flying, she continued until
she got a black belt in combat games and a diving trainer. Jessica is a social
media influencer and author of a book outlining her experience to encourage
people with disabilities. She does a lot of charity work in this field.
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Speaker

René Dousset
René began flying at the age of five, and then at the age of ,12 he began
practising aircraft models hobby. René continued until the age of 16 when he
became aware with the real planes, as the beginning of an endless love. Rene
continued until he obtained the certificate of airplane and glider instructor
despite working as a full-time engineer.
In 2000 he sold his business and bring to life his childhood dream by creating
the smallest airline in the world, "AIRMONIA" Harmony in the air. It was the
beginning of a great adventure
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Speaker

Roger Harrison
For more than 20 years, Roger has worked as a reporter for the English
newspaper "Arab News", covering many life aspects in Saudi Arabia. In 2006,
Roger accompanied by HRH Prince Sultan bin Salman and HRH Prince Bandar
bin Khalid Al Faisal in an adventure trip around the kingdom with gliders that
were documented in a documentary book entitled Wings over Arabia.
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Speaker

Ken Hoffman
Ken began his career as a flight instructor in 1962 and contributed to the
founding of the National Association of Flight Instructors NAFI and author of
the Mountain Flying Pilot. Ken's experience in training has exceeded 58 years,
including more than 6000 training hours out of more than 19,000 flying hours.
Ken has worked as a pilot’s examiner for 37 years.
Forty years ago, Ken began a relationship with HRH Prince Sultan bin Salman
Al Saud. This association has included Ken’s services as a consultant, flight
instructor and co-captain which has evolved into business ventures as well as
an enduring friendship. Ken’s career in aviation has included roles such as,
professional pilot, flight instructor, businessman, consultant, aviation expert
witness and aviation writer.
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Speaker

Travis Holland
A pilot and entrepreneur specializes in supporting international general
aviation flight operations and VVIP turbine training. Travis who graduated
from Embry-Riddle University has 22 years of experience, number of aviation
licenses from the United States, Europe, Canada, and several jet licenses.
Travis has achieved several FAI certified speed numbers and challenging Iron
Man to fly around the world.
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Speaker

Captain Pervez Iqbal
Captain Pervez's passion for flying started at the age of nine. Pervez joined the
Pakistan Air Force Academy at the age of 16 to complete his basic training and
then was sent to the RAF College to complete his studies and he was one of
only two students selected for this program. Pervez graduated from the
British College to return to a fighter pilot in the ranks of the Pakistan Air Force
until he retired as a major. He then moved to Jeddah and worked as a pilot in
1975. Captain Pervez continued to work as a private pilot in Jeddah until
2018. Capt. Pervez has by now amassed over 18,500 hours, has worldwide
experience in all continents, and at 76 years of age is still actively flying in
Canada.
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Speaker

Doug Keller
Keller graduated Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering Obtained a
Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering at the Portland University in
2001. He developed a high lift flap system for the Piper PA-18, Super Cub
aircraft that received FAA certification. He was the principal engineer and co-
inventor of numerous automation application patents. Authorized to approve
structural engineering data on behalf of the FAA for light certified Part 23
aircraft.
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Speaker

John & Martha King
The most famous couples in the history of aviation. They are considered as
pioneers of media use in aviation training. King Schools programs have been
used by more than half of pilots in the United States over the decades. Their
project started from a small room in their house and today they have a huge
production studio to produce training materials. John and Martha hold all
kinds of flying licenses.
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Speaker

Robert Meder
Pilot since 1995 and flight instructor since 2001, providing more than 4,000
training hours. He holds the Instructor of the Year award several times.
Previous former member and current Chairman of the Board of Directors of
the National Association of Flight Instructors. He contributed to the founding
and managing one of the largest drone projects for commercial uses.
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Speaker

Captain Long Bach Nguyen
Long moved from southern Vietnam to the United States after the Vietnam
War when he was ten. He learned to fly at the age of 16 and was able to fly
solo after only 10 hours. His experience exceeded more than 20,000 flying
hours, pilot, instructor, volunteer and examiner, and included many different
and varied aircraft, especially in search and rescue and mountain flying.
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Speaker

Klaus Ohlmann
5-time world champion and 60 record-breaking and a dentist. Dr Klaus's
translated his passion for aircraft without Glider’s engines to achievements
that include the longest unmanned aircraft flight he has preserved for more
than a decade and the creation of practical and research groups in the field of
renewable energy and aviation. And the first flight without an engine aircraft
over the summit of Everest.
Dr Klaus is also an author, filmmaker and speaker.
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Speaker

John Bally
John Bally achieved many numbers on gliding flights long trips without a
Gliding engine using only wind. Among the most important number is 1250
km (only 31 pilots around the world have achieved this number) John
possesses more than 7000 hours flying gliders and light aircraft in many
countries with a preference to mountain flying, and has achieved more than
100 flights of over 1000 km.
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 Air Display Teams



Saudi Hawks
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A media interface for the Air Force to define its capabilities and efficiency and
the ability of the Saudi pilot and technician to adapt the machine and
advanced technologies and highlight the civilized face of the Air Force, as the
good idea of creating a team that performs air shows and that requires a lot
of effort in training and professionalism in implementation in reflecting the
bright image for our valiant air force in particular, and the armed forces in
general are highly qualified, ready and prepared.
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SAC Skydive Team

The sport of free jumping is one of the sports that require previous
psychological preparation for the person who wishes to practice it, as there
are several stages, whether during ground training or jumping training, it
needs a strong desire to perform and overcome feelings of fear and hesitation
within the soul.
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SAC Model Aircraft Team

The sport of remote control aircraft is one of the air sports that are popular.
This sport started in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in 1388 AH.
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Aerosparx Team

The first team in the world that combines free formation and aerobatic shows
with night show using lighting, smoke and fireworks intended for this type of
air show.
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Pioneer Team

The establishment of the Pioneer team in 2005 by a number of professional
pilots and trainers. The team's formation flying program comes from a desire
and ambition to present perfect shows and incredible at the same time. The
Pioneer team aims to make the planes dance in the sky in their enjoyable air
shows.
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Flying Dragons

The team that flies in spectacular aerobatic performances by airships and
coloured smoke during the day, and performs aerobatic night shows with
fireworks show reflected at night on the sky.
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Air Bandits Jurgis Kairys Team

The idea of creating the Air Bandits team came as a result of the passion of
the pilot Gorges Karis to offer something new and different from the air
shows, which are usually a group of aerobatics on board of different types of
aircraft. Air shows are often traditional and most perform the same shows in
general, with regular moves like flying one after another in an orderly manner
which can sometimes get a little boring. Pilot Gorges wanted something
different that could be described as an organized mess.
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Skymagic

It is considered as one of the global teams for free jumping and parachuting in
addition to unique offers at sunset to give a distinctive character to the air
shows.
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 Guests from all over the world
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 Sponsors
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Undergoing with the Kingdom's 2030 vision, the General Authority of Entertainment
was established to organize and develop the entertainment sector in the Kingdom. to
provide entertainment options and opportunities to all segments of society in all
regions of the Kingdom, to enrich life and draw joy. To stimulate the role of the private
sector in building and developing leisure activities.

The authority contributes to supporting the economy in the Kingdom by contributing
for a change of its resources and contributing to raising the gross domestic product. In
addition to supporting small and medium enterprises and raising the percentage of
foreign direct investments to generate jobs in the entertainment sector.

 Strategic partner
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In the year 1948 the sector responsible for civil aviation in the Kingdom was
established under the name (the Civil Aviation Department) to include both Saudi
Airlines and the Civil Aviation Administration, and in 1959 Saudi Airlines was
separated from civil aviation to become the new name for the last (Directorate of Civil
Aviation), and in 1977 the name "Directorate of Civil Aviation" was changed to
"Presidency of Civil Aviation". By the decision of the Council of Ministers no.(13)
which was issued on 17/1/1425 AH (2004), the Presidency of Civil Aviation has turned
into a general authority with legal personality and financial and administrative
independence to operate following with commercial foundations and standards, and
to become it’s new name (the General Authority of Civil Aviation).

 Strategic partner



The Saudi Space Commission was formed to enable future generations to gain 
leadership in the field of space science and its applications. In response to the 
requirements of changing environments around the world, the Saudi Space 
Commission is moving towards a future-focused on exploring the universe and 
creating unprecedented growth opportunities in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
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 Platinum sponsor



The General Sports Authority seeks a community practising sports, by organizing the
sports sector, promoting its components, and providing modern institutions to expand
the base of sports practitioners and achieve local and global excellence.

It aims to increase the percentage of practitioners for sports and physical activities,
producing a competitive sport at a high level, develop the efficiency and quality of sports
institutions and facilities, enhance the financial sustainability of the sector and its
contribution to support the national economy, develop institutional performance and
establish a culture of excellence, accountability and transparency, advancing youth in all
cultural, artistic, social and sports fields.
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 Diamond sponsor



The goal of establishing the Saudi Commission for Tourism and National Heritage,
from the first moment, was to take care of the tourism sector in all its aspects in the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, by organizing, developing and promoting it. The
Commission also works and is always looking to enhance the role of the tourism
sector and overcoming the obstacles to its growth based on enormous factors and
ingredients that can be enjoyed by the Kingdom, in addition to caring for and
preserving the archaeology and activating its contribution to cultural and economic
development.
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 Diamond sponsor



The National Aviation Academy is a non-profit academy chaired by His Royal Highness
Prince Sultan bin Salman bin Abdul-Aziz Al Saud, Chairman of the Board of Directors
of the Saudi Space Commission, with eight founding stakeholders: Saudi Aviation
Club, Saudi Aramco, Ministry of Education, Technical and Vocational Training
Corporation, Economic Cities Authority, King Abdullah Economic City, Saudi Arabian
Airlines (SAUDIA) and Saudi Technology Development and Investment Company
(Taqnia).
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 Golden sponsor



Wallan Aviation is a leading business aviation group, with headquarters in Riyadh
Saudi Arabia. The company consists of three main divisions that provide outstanding
service in the air and on the ground: aircraft sales, service and Cessna Pilot Center
(CPC). Wallan Aviation Company was founded in 1990, as the Cessna channel partner,
and has been serving the Middle East aviation needs for the past 28 years.
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 Golden sponsor



The intense efforts to establish the concept of public transport in the Kingdom began
since the issuance of the Royal Decree No. (M / 11) dated 07-03-1399 AH by agreeing to
license the establishment of the Saudi Public Transport Company “SAPTCO”, to transport
passengers in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, and this was followed by the issuance of
another Royal Decree No. (M / 48) dated 23/12/1399 AH, through which SAPTCO (Saudi
joint stock Company) was committed to undertake the passenger transport activity for a
period of fifteen Hijria years, according to the contract signed between the Company and
the Ministry of Transport.
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 The Official Carrier



It aims to be the leading group in the Middle East that cares for all branches of civil
and military aviation and publishes all the information related to it for the benefit of
professionals and amateurs of this world, the world of aviation group.

It also aims to serve and benefit the lovers of this interesting and exciting world
through all virtual social media and provide all that is new in aviation world through
professional supervisors in the various the aviation world professions, reaching the
group to the highest levels.
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 Media sponsor



The United Motors Company is the exclusive agent for Chrysler, Jeep, Dodge,

Ram, Alfa Romeo and Fiat cars in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, established in

1999 as the merger of United Arab Motors and Al-Esayi Trading. The United

Motors Company is one of the largest automotive companies in the Kingdom,

where its staff consists of more than 1100 highly trained and experienced

employees present in 71 branches. The United Motors Company is the largest

distributor for Chrysler in the Middle East, and has won many awards
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 Silver sponsor



Aggad Investment Company is a diversified Saudi investment holding company that was
founded in 1975 by Sheikh Omar Al-Aggad with three main objectives on his mind:
playing an effective role in industrializing the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and developing its
manpower and by seeking to achieve these two goals to generate profits and
appropriate expansion. This was at a time when the Kingdom was experiencing an
unprecedented expansion in the industry and services sectors, thus providing
opportunities and opening new horizons. Thus AICO used its resources to invest in

companies in the manufacturing, distribution, services and consumer products sectors
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 Silver sponsor



The auto industry in America and around the world has been associated since its inception 
with Ford Motor Co., the leading automaker established by Henry Ford and had its name 
on it. As well as these kinds of cars were associated in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia from 
the U.S President as a gift to the late King Abdul-Aziz which was known by the Saudi people 
with Aramco in the forties of the last century. From this perspective and through the 
distinguished relationship that has always attached Ford cars to the people of the Kingdom.
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 Silver sponsor



It is one of the leading companies in the world in supplying aircraft fuel, lubricants and grease,
and is considered one of the main participants in the growth and diversification of the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia towards achieving the 2030 vision. It has played a fundamental role in the economic
development of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia by being the strategic partner of ExxonMobil in the
Kingdom for nearly 60 years. It is also one of the prime catalysts’ for growth since the beginning.
it is one of the first companies that existed in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and its work has had a
positive and lasting impact on the quality of millions of lives.
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 Silver sponsor



The International Aviation Technical College at Riyadh is a governmental college affiliated to the
Technical and Vocational Training Corporation established to provide a qualitative qualification
with the highest quality standards for technical and vocational training for Saudi national cadres
as it has two main programs: the General Authority of Civil Aviation program for graduates who
seek to work as aviation maintenance civil engineers, the other program is the European
Aviation Safety Agency in Mechanical Engineering and Aviation Electronics, which is offered to
students of the Saudi Royal Air Force.
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 Silver sponsor



Seeking to be the first favourite company for consumers in the automotive services sector,
Petromin has strengthened its business and started its own network of express service centres
under the name "Petromin Express". Petromin took into account customers time, and they are
continual aspiration to obtain original products and spare parts in the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia, so Petromin Express services were launched to provide services and products that
meet the needs of customers with ease and simplicity, as they can wait in the designated area
for them, while qualified technicians take care of the car.
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 Silver sponsor



The Heritage Charitable Foundation is a charity that is interested in heritage from an intellectual and
scientific standpoint, whether Saudi Arabic or Muslim. It was a private institution established by
Prince Sultan bin Salman bin Abdul-Aziz Al Saud (1996), then transformed into a charitable
institution (2008), registered by the Ministry of Social Affairs (which is the Ministry of Labor and
Social Development now) in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The mission of the Foundation is to seek
to increase interest and awareness of the heritage within Arabs, nationally and Islamic, to make it
one of the interests of a person’s life, to be a source of its civilization culture.
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 Silver sponsor



A Saudi Establishment whose achievements depend on its customer’s satisfaction, and seeks
in its future planning to develop the concept of customer relationship with the audience in
all its different sectors and levels. The first horses trust in their ability to transform your goals
into a reality that will be added to your success, and adds touches to your experiences that
complete the ideal image that you aspire to. The staff has a unique position in organizing
events and media. Based on a creative composition of outstanding personalities and
experiences.
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 Management, Operation & Marketing



The company was founded in 2014 by Sebastian Julius and Hubert Topolicki, based in Poznan,
Poland. Aeropact specializes in organizing, managing and marketing aviation exhibitions and
events.

Despite its novelty, it has organized a variety of aviation events and exhibitions such as
(Aerobaltic Exhibition) in Poland, more than 300,000 visitors attended in 2019. The total
number of visitors organized by the company reached 1,000,000 visitors and nearly 700
aircraft for both air and static shows. It also included more than 1,000 pilots and technicians.

Aeropact is constantly growing and pursuing new demanding projects.
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 Airshows Management



 Success Partners
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 Media Coverage
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 Conclusion of Social Media Report



 Newspaper

 Data of publishing 2020-1-19

 Subject
The General Aviation airshow kicks off in Riyadh by Thursday with the participation of 60 international 
pilots and 7 international teams

The link https://www.spa.gov.sa/2024094

No of publishing 4
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The previous story was also published in the following newspapers 

https://www.spa.gov.sa/2024094


 Newspaper

 Data of publishing

 Subject
All teams and pilots participating in the General Aviation airshow have arrived and the airshow will kick 
off tomorrow in Riyadh.

The link https://www.spa.gov.sa/2025434

No of publishing 1
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 Newspaper

 Data of publishing

 Subject Civil aviation is a strategic partner for the Fifth General Aviation airshow

The link https://www.spa.gov.sa/2025431

No of publishing 1
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https://www.spa.gov.sa/2025431


 Newspaper

 Data of publishing

 Subject Fifth General Aviation airshow hosts the coaches "John and Martha King"

The link https://www.spa.gov.sa/2026244#2026244

No of publishing 2
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The previous story was also published in the following newspapers 

https://www.spa.gov.sa/2026244#2026244


 Newspaper

 Data of publishing

 Subject
Prince Sultan bin Salman wanders the Fifth Aviation airshow square and identifies the impressions of 
visitors 

The link http://www.s-maj-news.net/?p=13827583

No of publishing 1
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http://www.s-maj-news.net/?p=13827583


 Newspaper

 Data of publishing

 Subject Big turnout on the General Aviation airshow’s second day

The link https://www.spa.gov.sa/2026245

No of publishing 7
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The previous story was also published in the following newspapers 

https://www.spa.gov.sa/2026245


 Newspaper

 Data of publishing

 Subject Aviation teams decorates Riyadh’s sky green within creative performances

The link 
http://www.aleqt.com/2020/01/25/article_1751641.html#.Xiw_Z-
Ngok5.whatsapp

No of publishing 1
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http://www.aleqt.com/2020/01/25/article_1751641.html.Xiw_Z-Ngok5.whatsapp


 Newspaper

 Data of publishing

 Subject The Aviation airshow hosts the world's first disabled female airplane pilot

The link https://www.alyaum.com/articles/6235344/

No of publishing 3
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The previous story was also published in the following newspapers 



 Newspaper

 Data of publishing

 Subject HH Prince of Riyadh region inaugurates the “General Aviation airshow” events

The link https://safarin.net/2020/01/26/

No of publishing 12
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The previous story was also published in the following newspapers 

https://safarin.net/2020/01/26/


 Newspaper

 Data of publishing

 Subject A surprising story, watch the world's first armless female "pilot" wins Riyadh admiration

The link https://sabq.org/XtZ7jW

No of publishing 2
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The previous story was also published in the following newspapers 

https://sabq.org/XtZ7jW


 Newspaper

 Data of publishing

 Subject Pictures. Amazing airshow at the "Aviation airshow" in Riyadh

The link https://www.alahdathnews.org/archives/301942

No of publishing 7
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The previous story was also published in the following newspapers 

https://www.alahdathnews.org/archives/301942


 Newspaper

 Data of publishing

 Subject A painting of beauty and glamorous at the Aviation airshow in Riyadh

The link https://www.almowaten.net/2020/01/

No of publishing 4
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The previous story was also published in the following newspapers 

https://www.almowaten.net/2020/01/


 Newspaper

 Data of publishing

 Subject The establishment of the Fifth Aviation airshow in Riyadh

The link https://arabic.cgtn.com/n/BfJAA-EA-GEA/DBEJAA/index.html

No of publishing 1
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https://arabic.cgtn.com/n/BfJAA-EA-GEA/DBEJAA/index.html


 Newspaper

 Data of publishing

 Subject "Al-Mansouri" praises organizing of the #"Fifth Aviation airshow" events

The link http://makkahmajlah.com/?p=50418#.XixqquPM5MA.twitter

No of publishing 1
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http://makkahmajlah.com/?p=50418.XixqquPM5MA.twitter


 Newspaper

 Data of publishing

 Subject Foreign pilots at the Aviation airshow wearing Saudi uniform

The link https://alsaudi24.com/

No of publishing 2
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The previous story was also published in the following newspapers 

https://alsaudi24.com/


 Channel

 Data of publishing

 Subject International participation in the #General_Aviation airshow

The link 
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https://twitter.com/alraasd/status/1221488286226698243?s=21


 Channel 

 Data of publishing

 Subject
#Riyadh hosts the General Aviation airshow with the participation of 60 international pilots and 7 
international teams

The link 
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https://twitter.com/alekhbariyatv/status/1220921900026777600?s=21


 Channel 

 Data of publishing

 Subject
Riyadh hosts the General Aviation airshow with the participation of international pilots and 
international teams #alekhbariya

The link 
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https://twitter.com/alekhbariyatv/status/1221017367523799041?s=12


 Newspaper

 Data of publishing

 Subject Cox ... an armless pilot and scuba diver 

The link 
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https://twitter.com/sultanalotaibi0/status/1220881993858191361?s=12


 Newspaper

 Data of publishing

 Subject
The golden sponsor of the airshow:
The National Aviation Academy offers you a part of the #General_Aviation_airshow on the first and 
second and the exhibition will continue till January 25

The link 
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https://twitter.com/tayaranedu/status/1220859083953143808?s=12


 Newspaper

 Data of publishing

 Subject #General_Aviation_airshow is an amazing place to you and your children

The link https://twitter.com/enjoy_saudi/status/1221045590919929856?s=12
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https://twitter.com/enjoy_saudi/status/1221045590919929856?s=12


 Newspaper

 Data of publishing

 Subject The couple presenting workshops

The link https://arriyadiyah.com/676053
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https://arriyadiyah.com/676053


 Channel 

 Data of publishing

 Subject #Saudi Arabia| The General Aviation airshow kicks off next Thursday

The link https://twitter.com/saudiatv/status/1219344362540294145?s=21

86

https://twitter.com/saudiatv/status/1219344362540294145?s=21


 Channel 

 Data of publishing

 Subject
#Saudi Arabia News | With the participation of 60 international pilots; Aviation airshow kicks off next 
Thursday

The link https://twitter.com/saudiatv/status/1219238420859498497?s=21

87

https://twitter.com/saudiatv/status/1219238420859498497?s=21


 Program

 Data of publishing

 Subject
Details of the Fifth Aviation airshow, with an international participation of Captain Meshaal Al Muslim, 
a pilot and Business development manager 

The link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jlmT1eVBAXs&feature=youtu.be

88

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jlmT1eVBAXs&feature=youtu.be


 Channel 

 Data of publishing

 Subject Riyadh brings together pilots of the world at the Aviation Airshow

The link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fVuxvlXZVPs&feature=youtu.be

89

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fVuxvlXZVPs&feature=youtu.be


 Channel 

 Data of publishing

 Subject AlEkhbariy reporter brings us to the General Aviation Airshow

The link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ktJi7C-7uI&feature=youtu.be

90

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ktJi7C-7uI&feature=youtu.be


 Channel Saudi aviation club ( YouTube ) 

 Data of publishing

 Subject 5th General Saudi Arabia Aviation ''Sand & Fun Airshow''

The link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=piQ5BNnJVYU
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=piQ5BNnJVYU
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 Photos of the Airshow
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 Riyadh Tours 
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 Al Ghat Tours 
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